Congratulations Graduates!

**GETTING WORK & LEARNING DONE**

- Remote use of data reduction and analysis software
- Learning opportunities on-line
- Preparing for return to campus

**RSC ZOOM ACTIVITIES**

- Brown Bag Lunch Webinar
- Users Advisory Committee Meetings
- Instrument Group Meetings
- Consultations with RSC Staff

**QUESTIONS? IDEAS? SUGGESTIONS? WORKING ON PUBLICATIONS?**

CONTACT US AT [RSC-info@mail.ufl.edu](mailto:RSC-info@mail.ufl.edu)
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REMOTE USE OF RSC SOFTWARE

Users can contact us to be guided on how to access this resource!

**Dragonfly** for processing CT data saved as Tiff stacks

**Highscore and ICDD database** for XRD data.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

- [Wiley Analytical Science](#)
- [Thin Section Preparation](#)
- [Materials Research Society](#)
- [Multiple Ion Beam Microscopy For Advanced Nanofabrication](#)

PLANNING FOR RETURN

It is never too early to review your research plans to be implemented when the RSC facilities re-open.

Do you have samples to submit for service? Do you know how your samples can be cleaned, if needed, without compromising their integrity/validity?

Do you have access to any necessary data reduction and analysis software?

Let us know if we can help you with your plans and questions.
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USERS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Users representing each PI research group at UF meet with the RSC staff once a month to discuss best practices, issues encountered using the facilities, use of the website, calendars, guidelines, and any topic of interest as a user of a multi-user facility.

The next meeting will be done on-line (Zoom) on May 28.

Any user interested is welcomed to attend.

BROWN BAG LUNCH WEBINARS

will resume on May 14.

INSTRUMENT GROUP MEETINGS

The RSC Staff is scheduling group meetings for instruments and tools users. These meetings are focused on discussing questions about the capabilities, training, operation, data analysis, and interpretation. We are using the list of authorized users of each instrument for these meetings. If you know someone interested in a particular instrument or technique that is not yet an authorized user, please feel free to share the Zoom meeting information.

CONSULTATIONS WITH RSC STAFF

We are all available to have conference calls through Zoom or on the phone. The individual expertise of the RSC staff can be found at: RSC-STAFF
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